The Fear of Being Alone with Thoughts

I came across an interesting snippet of information recently. It cites a research study
contained in the Buddha Pill. A number of people stated that they would rather selfadminister a painful electric shock, than what? Care to guess?
People were terrified to sit alone with their thoughts and do nothing for 15 minutes.
At first the answer surprised me as I can think of a lot of things worse than being alone with
your thoughts. As a psychotherapist, I often get to see the inner workings of people’s
minds. It should not have been so surprising given that often our thoughts terrorize us.
One example, that highlights the fear of being alone with our thoughts comes from a former
friend of mine. At the time, I was doing a counselling degree. As part of the degree I was
required to consider my life and pick some critical life points – notable events that had
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thoughts and his speech had the added benefit of not having time for introspection. When I
first saw him, there would not have been much doubt in my mind that he too would have
picked the electric shock option. Yet, despite his horrible traumatic upbringing he learnt to
manage his anxiety and explore his feelings and inner world.
Others struggle with depression and/or very critical aspects of themselves. Others may
experience murderous rage, or suicidal ideation. It is not hard to see why some people
would choose an electric shock option.
Many people simply just have a fear of being introspective and consider exploring
themselves to be a waste of time. Which is fine if they are content in life. But for others its
worth considering that when it comes to our minds, our fears rarely deserve the merit we
give them. This is particularly true when we begin to look in earnest at our inner worlds.
If you would like to chase up the study mentioned in this article, below is the reference
details:
Farias, M. & Wikholm, C. (2015). The Buddha Pill: Can Meditation Actually Change You?
Watkins Publishing.
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